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ABSTRACT 
The concept of an isonemal binary array on a Cartesian grid is examined, and 
rules for constructing all such arrays are identified. Examples are included for the 
various possible constructions, and tables of compound twillins of periods ix and eight 
are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of an isonemal array was introduced in [2] to describe special 
matrices of zeros and ones representing the types of intersections in a 
shuttle-woven fabric. Some classes of isonemal arrays were then identified, 
namely twills, twillins (including satins), and their color-alternate forms, but 
these were recognized not to be all the possibilities. Indeed, more complex 
forms are allowed by the definition of isonemality. Mter terms and notation 
are introduced in Sections 2 and 3, the remaining types of isonemal array are 
determined in Section 4. Some restrictions on these arrays, called compound 
twillins, are proved in Section 5. An application of results of Section 4 is made 
in Section 6. Tables of isonemal arrays of periods six and eight are given. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
It is necessary to introduce some terms, mostly from [2] and [4]. 
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DEFINITION 1. The group of operations, called motions, on n by m arrays 
is defined to contain the following: 
(a) cyclic permutation of the rows (i.e. of the entries in each column) or 
columns, 
(b) reversal of the rows (i.e. of the order of the entries in each row) or 
columns, 
(c) transposition if m = n, 
(d) complementation (i terchange of zeros and ones) if the array is made 
up of zeros and ones, 
and all compositions of the above. 
If an array A is invariant under a motion, then the motion is a symmet~ 
of A. Two arrays of the same dimensions are equivalent ff there is a motion 
taking one to the other. 
DEFINITION 2. An array is/sonemal [2] if the group of motions that are 
symmetries of the array is transitive on the set of its rows and columns. If 
transitivity is required on rows only, then the array is said to be row-isononal. 
DEFINITION 3. The n by n isonemal arrays that are simple twillins are 
defined as follows: The prefix (n, s) indicates that each row differs from the 
row above or each row differs from the row below by a cyclic shift of s places 
to the right. Color alternation indicates that each row differs from the row 
above and below both by a cyclic shift and complementation. If s = 1, then 
the twillin is a twill. These terms are combined [2,4] to give (n, s) twillins, 
(n, s) color-alternate willins, and color-alternate wills. 
It is a result of [2], with proof appearing already in [5], that an (n, s) 
twillin has s ~ - + 1 (mod n). Because isonemal arrays are square, transposi- 
tion is included in some symmetry motion, and so Definition 3 can be phrased 
in terms of columns instead of rows. The following simple twill.ins are of the 
form (8,1) and (8, 3), all with the same bottom row: 
10100001 01011110 
01000011 01000011 
10000110 01111001 
00001101 00001101 
00011010 11100101 
00110100 00110100 
01101000 10010111 
11010000 11010000 
T~I  Alternate t~U 
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10  000110 01111001 
O0110100 00110100 
10100001 01011110 
00001101 00001101 
01101000 10010111 
01000011 01000011 
00011010 11100101 
11010000 11010000 
T~mn ~tematwe t ~  
We investigate rules for the construction of isonemal arrays other than 
simple twillins. The rules of Definition 3 specify motions relating rows to their 
adjacent rows. Because the arrays are isonemal, there are motions that are 
symmetries and transform any row to any row, a fortiori to each of its 
neighbors. In any merely row-isonemal array the same is true, and so we 
explore the symmetries of such an array from which the array can be 
constructed beginning with a single row. Such a set of symmetries will be 
called a construction rule. 
It is important and not obvious that a construction rule for a row-isonemal 
array needs to specify explicitly only how one row is related to its two 
neighbors. This can be seen in two steps. The first step is to observe that if it 
is known how everg row i is related (by a symmetry motion) to its neighbors, 
row i - 1 and row i + 1, then the array can be built up from row i, working 
outwards both upwards and downwards. The second step is to observe in a 
row-isonemal rray that if it is known how one row, say row 1, is related (by a 
symmetry motion) to its neighbors, then it is known (implicitly) how every 
row i is related to its neighbors: 
(a) By row isonemality, row i can be moved to row 1 by a symmetry 
motion Mil. 
(b) It is known how row 1 is related by a symmetry motion to each of its 
neighbors. 
(c) By row isonemality, both neighbors of row 1 can be moved to the 
neighbors of row i by a symmetry motion, in fact, the inverse of the symmetry 
of (a), M S 1. 
The composition of the three symmetries i again a symmetry, because the 
symmetries form a group. This only works because the array is row-isonemal 
and the two motions specifying the construction rule are symmetries of the 
array. One motion is not enough. The isonemal array 
1001 
0110 
0110 
1001 
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has mirror symmetry through its center, but that None does not specify an 
adequate rule. (There are a number of ways to complete a rule by indicating a
way in which one of the two inner rows is related to one of the outer rows.) 
The dimension of a square array is well defined. However, because 
isonemal arrays can be fitted together to make larger ones with period a factor 
of the dimension, it is the period of an array that is of interest, not its size. We 
make the convention that the dimension equals the period. Arrays with period 
less than or equal to four will be regarded as trivial and will not be discussed. 
DEFINITION 4. A one by n or n by one array, which here will usually be a 
row of a larger array, will be called palindromic ff it is a cyclic permutation of
itself in reverse order, with or without complementation. 
3. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Consider a row-isonemal rray and the bottom row in it. Each row in the 
array is the image of the bottom row under a symmetry motion. Unless the 
bottom row is palindromic, in which case all rows are palindromic, we can 
represent by L that the image row reads (cyclically) from left to right as the 
bottom row reads, and by R that the image reads (cyclically) from right to left 
as the bottom row reads. The sequence of orientations up the array, unless the 
rows are palindromic, must be one of 
(a) L, L ..... 
0o) L ,R ,L ,R ,L ,R  .. . . .  
(c) L ,L ,R ,R ,L ,L ,R ,R  ..... or 
(d) L ,R ,R ,L ,L ,R ,R ,L ,L  ..... 
Sequence (d) differs from sequence (c) only by a cyclic permutation of rows, 
and so it is not interestingly different. The lack of variety in these sequences 
results from the fact that motions preserve cyclic adjacency of rows. The 
subsequence L, L, L forces the entire sequence to be L's because adjacency 
preservation prevents the row corresponding to the middle L from going to 
any row except one corresponding to a middle L between two other L's. 
Similarly, if there were three R's together, the whole sequence would have to 
be R's; but the sequence always begins with L. The following lemma is now 
evident. 
LEMMA 1. The orientations, i f  defined, 
row-isonemal rray follow one of  the patterns: 
(a) L, L . . . . .  
of  the rows of  an n by n 
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(b) L ,R ,L ,R  . . . . .  
(c) L ,L ,R ,R ,L ,L ,R ,R  . . . . .  
In the last two cases, n must be even. 
These three patterns and the palindromic ase will be considered in turn, 
and the construction rules, if any, that they permit will be determined. 
Some notation is needed in which to specify construction rules. Let the 
rows of an array be numbered upward from 1 to n. Let a motion that takes 
row i to an adjacent row be decomposed into a trait vertical translation (a 
cyclic permutation), represented by a vertical arrow, and another motion not 
displacing row i vertically, and represented by a letter. Let the orientation of 
row i, if any, be represented by a horizontal arrow. The orientation of row i 
and its relations to adjacent rows are represented diagramatically in Figure 1. 
If 1' P and J, Q are symmetries and the array is row-isonemal, then 1' P and 
$ Q specify a construction rule, and T P, J, Q, and row i together determine 
the array. To repeat, this is because the row isonemality ensures that every 
row is related to its neighbors in the same ways and 1' P and J, Q specify how. 
If we consider the first three rows of a row-isonemal array and their 
relations to adjacent rows, we see, as in Figure 2, that there are only three 
distinct ways that P and Q, relating row 1 to its neighbors, can be arranged to 
relate rows 2 and 3 to their neighbors. P and Q in Figure 2 are short for 
I ' P  
----> 
Fro. I. 
I"P 
_._> 
~P 
_....> 
TP 
_.._> 
SQ 
TP 
SQ 
SQ 
.._.> 
J ,e  
te  
...._> 
SO 
(b) 
....-> 
~e 
~e 
~P 
FIG. 2. 
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Mi~IPMil and Mi~IQMil respectively, M H being the identity. Figure 2 
illustrates the orientation pattern L, L, L ..... The other orientation patterns 
of Lemma 1 require reversal of some horizontal arrows, and the palindromic 
case requires the removal of arrowheads. 
Under 1" P, which takes row 1 to row 2, row 2 must go either to row 3 or 
to row 1. In the former case $ P takes row i, for all i, to row i + 1 cyclically. 
Accordingly, the former case is illustrated by Figure 2(a) with Q = P - 1. In 
the latter case, $ P followed by $ P leaves row 1 fixed. Accordingly, the latter 
case is illustrated by Figure 2(b) or 2(c) with P = P 1 Further pursuing the 
latter case, we see that, under 1' Q, which takes row 2 to row 3, row 3 must go 
either to row 4 or to row 2. If row 2, then Q = Q - 1, and the case is illustrated 
by Figure 2(b). If row 4, then $ Q takes row i, for all i, to row i + 1 cyclically, 
and the case may be subsumed under that illustrated by Figure 2(a) with P 
and Q interchanged. Summing up, we see that the case of Figure 2(a) has 
Q = e -  1, the case of 2(b) has P = P -  1 and Q- -Q-  1, and Figure 2(c) is 
redundant. 
LEMMn 2. A nontrivial row-isonemal rray with the orientation pattern 
(i) L, L .... has Q = P l, which makes it a twillin or color-alternate 
twillin i f  it is fully isonemal, 
(ii) L ,R ,L ,R  .... hasP - l=P¢Q=Q- l ,  and 
(iii) L, L, R, R .... does not exist. 
A nontrivial row-isonemal rray with palindromic rows has Q = P 1, which 
makes it a twillin or color-alternate twillin i f  it is fully isonemal, or it has 
p I=p~Q=Q-1 .  
Proof. Case (i) is illustrated by Figures 2(a) and (b). Since the rows are 
not palindromic, the only motions leaving them invariant in orientation are 
complementation a d cyclic permutation; so P and Q are cyclic permutations 
with or without complementation. Since in Figure 2(b) P = P 1 and Q = Q 1, 
the permutations must be through some multiple of half the period of the row. 
Accordingly, row 4 must be identical to row n, and the array is trivial. In 
Figure 2(a), whether the rows are palindromic or not, Q = P - 1, and the array 
is a twillin or color-alternate willin ff fully isonemal. 
Case (ii) is illustrated by Figures 2(a) and (b) with the orientation of row 2 
reversed. In Figure 2(a), since P = Q-  1 reverses the row, row 2 must be 
identical to row n, and the array is trivial. The same would happen in Figure 
2(b ) ff P=Q 1 
Case (iii) is illustrated by Figures 2(a) and (b) with the orientation of row 
3 reversed. Since the rows are not palindromic, Figure 2(a) presents the 
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impossible situation in which P reverses orientation between row 2 and row 3 
but not between row 1 and row 2. In Figure 2(b), P does not reverse 
orientation and Q does. As in case (i), however, P = P - 1, so that it must be a 
cyclic permutation through some multiple of half the period of the row, with 
or without complementation. Since Q reverses the row, row 4 must be 
identical to row n, and the array is trivial. 
The palindromic case is illustrated by Figures 2(a) and (b) without 
arrowheads on the horizontal arrows. In Figure 2(a), Q = P - 1, and in Figure 
2(b), since P = e - 1 and Q = Q - 1, the array is trivial unless P :# Q. • 
Finally, we introduce the rest of the symbols with which to state construc- 
tion rules. Let ( -  y denote complementation or not as r is odd or even 
respectively. Let (I) k denote reversal of every row and cyclic permutation of 
the columns so that column k is fixed, let q'k denote reversal of every row and 
cyclic permutation of the columns so that columns k and k + 1 are inter- 
changed. The operations Ok, q'k are not uniquely specified, since in an m by 
2n array, X k = Xk+ . whether X k is (I) k or ~I' k. The symbol X k will be used with 
this meaning throughout. Let E denote cyclic permutation of every row one 
place to the right. Let F i denote reversal of every column and cyclic 
permutation of the rows so that row i is fixed. Using $, $, and these symbols, 
any needed construction role can be described by specifying how it acts on 
row 1. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
I_emma 2 shows that the only nontrivial n by n isonemal arrays other than 
twillins and color-alternate willins are illustrated by Figure 2(b) with row 2 
reversed (trivially ff palindromic), n even, and P - 1 = p #: Q = Q - 1. As the 
initial discussion of Figure 2(b) indicated, $ P takes row 1 to row 2 and row 2 
to row 1. [The alternative, row 2 to row 3, is Figure 2(a).] P alone, therefore, 
takes row 1 to row 1, as it was defined to do, and row 2 to row n. So F 1 is a 
factor of P. Since P reverses row 1, (I) k or ~t' k is a factor of P. And ( - )r, r = 0 
or 1, is a factor of P. Q is similar but must not equal P. A 2n by 2n hdly 
isonemal array based upon 
P = ( - )rgPkF 1 or ( - )r~kF1, 
Q = ( - )~ jF  1 or ( - )sqt/F1, 
(1) 
where r, s = 0 or 1, 0 ~< j, k ~< n, we call a compound twil l in if it is not a 
simple twillin. 
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THEOREM 1. The only nontrivial isonemal arrays other than twillins and 
color-alternate twillins are compound twillins. 
Proof. Restriction of Lemma 2 to fully isonemal arrays. 
Complementation may occur in neither, one, or both of P and Q; the 
latter two we call single and double complementation respectively. The 
following compound twillins are based on the same bottom row as the 
previous examples of simple twillins: 
00101100 
00110100 
00001011 
00001101 
11000010 
01000011 
10110000 
l lO lO000 
No com~elnentat ion 
P=~F1;Q=~F 1 
11000010 00111101 
10111100 00110100 
11110100 01001111 
00001101 00001101 
00101100 11010011 
11001011 01000011 
01001111 11110100 
11010000 11010000 
Single Double 
complementation complementation 
f' = -- qZ2Fl; O = ~lJlF 1 P= - xP4FI; Q= - ~ IF I  
With these examples available, we can introduce a change in emphasis in 
the description of construction rules. Until now, emphasis has been on row 1 
and its neighbors, and building up and down. In the first example, Ml2 = 
$ ~t'2F 1, MIs = $ ~t'3F 1. Once it is shown that two motions alternate, mutatis 
mutandis, in the construction of a compound twfllin, it is easier to think of 
each successive row as being constructed from the one below; still M~2 = 
$ q~2F~, but 
M81 = M1 ~ 1 = Flq~ 31" = ~t'3F11' = 1' q~3Fs. 
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Now every Mi , i+  1 = "~ Xk(i)[?i, where k(i) depends on i. As a reminder of this 
change, we shall replace Q by R as our way of referring to the basis of 
construction rules. 
DEr'Xr~TION 4. A compound twillin is a 2n by 2n isonemal array not a 
twillin and based upon the symmetries 
P = ~ ( - )~@kF1 or 1' ( - )r'I'kF~, 
R = ¢ ( - o r  ¢ ( - 
where r, s = 0,1; 0 ~< j, k ~ n. 
(2) 
It is possible to be somewhat more specific about i and k, r and s, ~k and 
qtk" Given an array, it will be convenient for the following discussion to have 
i ~< k. This can always be arranged by moving the array so that it is true; for 
example, applying E ~ to the above example with e = g'2F 1, R = xltaF s reposi- 
tions the entries so that one would write P = xI'4Fl, R = xI'lF s. Since row 2 
differs from row 2n (except in vertical position) by the action of PR, which 
has the form ( - )'+SF1F2, composed with ~k~j, ~kxt'i, ~k~,  or XI'kXI" j, we can 
consider the difference in horizontal position by considering the effects of the 
Greek-letter motions alone. Since ~k = Ek~n E-k+1, ~k = Ek~n E-k, and 
E X~tn = X~tn E -1  , 
~k~j  = E2(  k - 13 = ~k~i  ' 
dPkXr~j= E2(k-13 -1  ' ~k¢I)j = E2(k-  J3 +1. 
Now it is necessary that n of these double transitions reproduce row 2 n from 
row 2n. If r + s is even, 2(k - i )n or [2(k - i )+  1]n must be a multiple of 2n, 
and so P, R have either both • 's or both xlt's. If r + s is odd, on the other 
hand, then there are two ways that row 2n can be reproduced: 
(a) as before, for n even, so that ( - )~r+s), is the identity transformation, 
or 
(b) by having 2(k - i)n or [2(k - i)_+ 1]n an odd multiple of n, ( - )tr+,~)n 
= ( -- ), and having the rows invariant under - E". In this case, n is odd, and 
one of P, R has ~, the other q'. 
It is also necessary that no row before row 2n be identical to row 2n. In the 
X 2 (~d~ or q'xI') cases, 2(k - i )  and 2n must have no common multiple less 
then 2(k - i)n; i.e., gcd(k - 1, n) = 1. In the mixed (~xI" or ~)  cases, no 
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multiple of 2( k - i) 4 1 must be an odd multiple of n smaller than [!2(k - j>* 
l]n; i.e., gcd[2(k - i>? 1, n] = 1. 
We now show that mixed rules are rmnecessary. 
THEOREM 2. Let u 271 by 2rr. compound twillin have COnStluCti0n fUl.es 
based On 
P = ( - )‘X,F,, A = ( - )“X& (3) 
Then 
gcd(k-j,n)=l (4) 
nnd 
n odd implies r + s even. 65) 
Aforeooer, cunstruction rules of type (3) will suffice to construct every 
GumpOund twillin. 
Proof. The conchrsions (4) and (5) are demonstrated above. It remains to 
show that compound twillins with mixed construction rules as in case (b) 
above with n, r + s odd can also be constructed with rules of the type (3) by 
replacing @A with *, ~ Ir, where p = 6 (n + 1). We have 
where the last equality is true only because the rows in question have the 
symmetry motion - E”. So Q’k can be replaced by q, _ p provided that the 
parity of the corresponding index of ( - ) is changed (r or s); this changes 
the parity of T + s from odd to even as well. n 
Note that only row isonemality was used in proving the above theorem 
and that qj could instead have been replaced by Qi, P. 
5. RESTRICTIONS 
REMARK. Rows of length 2n that allow construction rides of mixed type 
are very special because they have the symmetry - E”. A compound twillin 
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of that type, and indeed all those allowing a rule of type @~, are special also 
because their rows are palindromic. An array with 1' ( - )rdPkFi as a symmetry 
motion has column k (and so every column and row) palindromic because that 
motion reverses column k, permuting it cyclically and perhaps complement- 
ing i t - -at  the same time, as a symmetry, leaving it invariant. 
Dv, FIrqITION 5. We define the row-derived array of a 2n by 2n row- 
isonemal array based on P = ( - )rXkF 1, R = ( - )sXjF2n, as a 2n by 2n array 
having ones as the j th and (] + n)th entries of row 2n, as the kth and 
(k + n)th entries of row 1, where these ones are taken by a construction ile 
based on P '= XkF l, R '=  XjF2,,  and zeros elsewhere. 
It should be noted that 1' R' may map the ones of row 2n onto the kth 
and (k + n)th entries of row 1 or not. The rows will accordingly each have 
two or four ones. 
LEMMA 3. Let a 2n by 2n row-isonemal array have a construction rule 
based on e =(-  )rXkF 1, R =(-  )~XjF2,. Then its row-derived array is 
row-isonemal with row period n and a simple construction rule based on 
? Ek-J.  
Proof. The reduction in period is due to the fact that X j, X k are 
equivalent to X j+ n, Xk+ ., respectively. The row isonemality is due to the row 
isonemality of the original array; the new construction rule defining the 
row-derived array specifies ymmetry motions that are transitive on its rows. 
The p.h entry of row 2n corresponds to the kth entry of row 1 under the 
motion T E k-i.  But the kth entry of row 1 is mapped under 1' E k - j  to the 
(2k - j)th entry of row 2, to which the jth entry of row 2n is mapped by 1" R' 
followed by $ P'. It is easy to see that the array is invariant under 1' E k - ~ • 
Tnv.onEu 3. Let a 2n by 2n compound twillin have a construction rule 
based on 
e = ( - )'+,t,,,P,., R = ( - (6 )  
Then its rottvderived array is an (n, k - j) twillin having two ones k - ] -  1 >1 0 
places apart in each row. 
Proof. The period and simplicity are shown in Lemma 3. Full isonemal- 
ity follows from the fact that the symmetry motion M of the original array T 
taking rows to columns is a symmetry of the row-derived army. Consider the 
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image of row 1 under M, say column t, perhaps permuted cyclically, perhaps 
complemented, and perhaps reversed. Because column t is related to its 
neighbors in the same ways as row 1, it has entries corresponding to the 
( j+  1)th, kth, (n + j+  1)th, and (n + k)th entries of row 1 (which may be 
only a pair if j+  1 = k). The only way that M can avoid mapping these entries 
of row 1 to the corresponding entries of column t would be by mapping to an 
alternative set. But if column t has an alternative set, we can deduce a 
contradiction because row 1 must have an alternative set too. That means that 
as well as having the construction rule based on (6), T also has one based on 
P"=( - ) r f f 'pF1 ,  R"=( - )sx t 'qF2 , ,  with O<~p,q<~n and p~k or q:C:j. 
Consider p ~ k. Since 1' P"  and $ P are symmetries of the array, P 1p,, is a 
symmetry leaving row 1 invariant. But P - 1p,, = ( _ )zrvpkg, p = E2(k - p). Then 
row 1 has period 21k - Pl < 2n, which contradicts the periodicity specifica- 
tion of a 2n by 2n compound twillin. A similar contradiction follows from 
q~j .  • 
Because a construction rule of type qp~t' acts on columns in the same way 
as on rows, the row-derived array D of a transposed array A v is the transpose 
of the row-derived array of A. This is not true of the example of type ~b~ 
shown in Figure 3, which is Example 6k of [2], and its row-derived array. 
Here k = 4, j = 3, r = s = 1. The row-derived array is a twill, and so isonemal, 
because j + 1 = k, which is the only way that the adjacent ones in the columns 
can be arranged to be adjacent in the rows to make an isonemal array. If 
j + 1 :~ k, the pairs of vertically adjacent ones will not be adjacent horizon- 
tally. The row-derived array of the transpose is the same twill, but transposed 
back, it does not coincide with the original row-derived array, but goes 
together with it to produce the 12 by 12 array comprising 
four times. 
011011 
110110 
101101 
011011 
110110 
101101 
DEFINITION 6. We define the derived array of a 2n by 2n compound 
twillin A based on P = ( - ) rXkF 1, R = ( - )sXiF2n, as the 2n by 2n array that 
is the Boolean sum of the row-derived array of A and the transpose of the 
row-derived array of A r. 
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As has just been noted, when X = ~I', the row-derived array and the 
derived array coincide. For that reason, the sum must be Boolean rather than 
modulo two. 
THEOREM 4. Let a 2n by 2n compound twillin have a construction rule 
based on P =(-  )r~kFt, R =( -  )sr~jFz,. Then its derived array is an 
( n, k -  j )  twillin having two possibly coincident pairs of  ones--one adjac- 
ent, the other k - j - 1 places apart - -  in each row, which may have period a 
factor of n. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that all the symmetry motions 
of the original array T are symmetry motions of the derived array S, without 
complementations. 
Lemma 3 shows that the derived array D is row-isonemal with period n 
(or a factor of n) and a simple construction rule based on 1' E k ~ The first 
step of the proof is to show the same of S. The transpose of the derived array 
of T T, say D', has pairs of adjacent ones in its rows. In row 1, let them be 
entries m, m + 1. They record the symmetry motion of T taking column m to 
column m + 1, E~mF 1, complementation excepted. Since this must also be a 
symmetry motion of D, it must either interchange the ]th entries of rows 2n 
and 1 with the kth entries of rows 1 and 2, or the (1+ n)th with the kth, 
modulo 2n. So m = ½(k + j -  1) or ½(n + k + j -  1), modulo n, respectively. 
This shows that in row 1, and so in every row, the pair of entries of D '  lie half 
way between the ~ and kth entries or between the kth and the ( j+  n)th. 
And so D'  as well as D has period n, S is invariant under 1" E k- J, and S is 
row-isonemal. 
110110010010 011000011000 
100101101100 110000110000 
011001001011 100001100001 
010110110010 000011000011 
100100101101 000110000110 
011011001001 001100001100 
010010110110 011000011000 
101100100101 110000110000 
001011011001 100001100001 
110010010110 000011000011 
101101100100 000110000110 
001001011011 001100001100 
Fro. 3. 
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These facts must also be true of S r, but full isonemality of S is stronger 
than row isonemality of S and S r. In addition, the one must be trans|ormable 
to the other by a symmetry motion. The point of defining S as D + D'  is that, 
under the original transposing symmetry motion of T, D and D'  are inter- 
changed, and so their Boolean sum is invariant. As in the proof of Theorem 3, 
if D and D'  were not interchanged, it would be because there was an 
alternative construction rule of T of type ~,  but then the period of T would 
be less than 2n. The example above Definition 6 indicates that the period of S 
may be less than n. • 
Since in the above proof m must be integral, ff n is odd, the parity of k - j 
determines which formula for m applies. (If n is even, k - j must be odd by 
Theorem 2.) 
THEOREM 5. A 2n  by  2n compound twi l l in w i th  construct ion rule based 
on e = ( - ) rXkF 1, R = ( - )sXiF2,,  has (k - j) 2 =- + 1 (mod n). 
Proof. The derived array of the compound twillin is an (n, k - j) twillin 
whether X = dp or ~t', by Theorems 3 and 4 and the note between, and so the 
result follows by the condition on twillins cited from [2] in Section 2. • 
Isonemal arrays of periods six and eight are given in Tables 1 and 2. None 
of type ~ were found in that range, though the example above Definition 6 
indicates that by period twelve there is at least one example. 
3. 
TABLE 1 
COMPOUND TWItJJNS OF PERIOD 6 
001000 2. 000110 
000100 000110 
010000 011000 
001000 011000 
000001 100001 
100000 100001 
001010 4. 001101 
000101 001011 
101000 110100 
010100 101100 
100010 010011 
010001 110010 
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TABLE 2 
COMPOUND TwmLmS OF ~IOD 8 
Wi~outComplementa~on 
1. 00000100 2. 11000000 
00000010 00000011 
00010000 00000011 
00001000 00001100 
01000000 00001100 
00100000 00110000 
00000001 00110000 
10000000 11000000 
4 .00000101 5. 01100001 
10000010 10000110 
00010100 10000101 
00001010 00011010 
01010000 00010110 
00101000 01101000 
01000001 01011000 
10100000 10100001 
7 .00110100 8. 01100100 
11000010 01100010 
11010000 10010001 
00001011 10001001 
01000011 01000110 
00101100 00100110 
00001101 00011001 
10110000 10011000 
10 .01100100 11. 00100011 
00100110 11000100 
10010001 10001100 
10011000 00010011 
01000110 00110010 
01100010 01001100 
00011001 11001000 
10001001 00110001 
13 .01010001 14. 11010100 
10001010 00101011 
01000101 01010011 
00101010 10101100 
00010101 01001101 
10101000 10110010 
01010100 00110101 
10100010 11001010 
16. 1 O01 O011 17. 11011000 
11001001 00011011 
01001110 01100011 
00100111 01101100 
00111001 10001101 
10011100 10110001 
11100100 00110110 
01110010 11000110 
3. 11000011 
l lO00011 
O0001111 
O0001111 
00111100 
00111100 
11110000 
l l l lO000 
6. O0100100 
01000010 
10010000 
00001001 
01000010 
00100100 
00001001 
10010000 
9 .00011001 
01100010 
01100100 
10001001 
10010001 
00100110 
10000110 
10011000 
12. 11010001 
10001011 
01000111 
00101110 
00011101 
10111000 
01110100 
11100010 
15. 10010110 
01101001 
01011010 
10100101 
O1101001 
10010110 
10100101 
01011010 
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TABLE 2 (Continued) 
C1. 
C4. 
C7. 
CC1, 
CC4. 
00000011 
00111111 
00111111 
00110000 
00110000 
11110011 
11110011 
00000011 
01000011 
00111101 
00101111 
10110000 
00110100 
11010011 
11110010 
OO001011 
10101001 
01101010 
10010101 
01100101 
10011010 
10100110 
01011001 
01010110 
11010111 
00010100 
01011111 
01010000 
01111101 
01000001 
11110101 
00000101 
11000110 
10011100 
00011011 
01110010 
O1101100 
11001001 
10110001 
O010O111 
CC7=C9=3 
Sin~eCom~ementation 
C2. 00100001 C3. 00000111 
01111011 00011111 
10110111 00111110 
00100001 00111000 
00010010 01110000 
10110111 111100,01  
01111011 11100011 
00010010 10000011 
C5. 01000111 C6. 00100101 
00011101 01011011 
00101110 10110110 
10111000 00101001 
01110100 01010010 
11010001 10110101 
11100010 01101011 
10001011 10010010 
C8. 10000110 C9=3 
10011110 C10=15 
11100101 
10000101 
01101000 
11101001 
01011110 
01011000 
DoubleCom~ementation 
CC2. 10000101 CC3. 11000100 
01011110 11011101 
00010110 00010011 
01111001 01110011 
01011000 01001100 
11100101 11001101 
01100001 00110001 
10010111 00110111 
CC5. 00110100 CC6. 00110001 
11010011 01110011 
11010000 11000100 
01001111 11001101 
01000011 00010011 
00111101 00110111 
00001101 01001100 
11110100 11011100 
CC8=C10=15 
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Finally it can be noted for all isonemal Cartesian arrays that the question 
of their representing a textile structure that "hangs together" [1,2] or is 
irreducible [3] is easily determined with the algorithm described in [1] and 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 6. An n by n isonemal binary Cartesian array is irreducible 
unless a construction rule for it involves complementation a d half of  the 
rows contain n / 4 ones. 
Proof. The row and column sums required in [1] are all the same without 
some complementation, which makes half the sums s and half n - s. Reduci- 
bility occurs precisely when n - s or s equals n/4.  • 
In Table 2, the reducible arrays are numbers C1, C2, and CC1. 
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